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Abstract
Well-developed coordination of the upper extremities is critical for function in everyday life. Interlimb coordination
is an intuitive, yet subjective concept that refers to spatio-temporal relationships between kinematic, kinetic and
physiological variables of two or more limbs executing a motor task with a common goal. While both the clinical
and neuroscience communities agree on the relevance of assessing and quantifying interlimb coordination, rehabilitation
engineers struggle to translate the knowledge and needs of clinicians and neuroscientists into technological devices for
the impaired. The use of ambiguous definitions in the scientific literature, and lack of common agreement on what
should be measured, present large barriers to advancements in this area. Here, we present the different definitions and
approaches to assess and quantify interlimb coordination in the clinic, in motor control studies, and by state-of-the-art
robotic devices. We then propose a taxonomy of interlimb activities and give recommendations for future neurosciencebased robotic- and sensor-based assessments of upper limb function that are applicable to the everyday clinical practice.
We believe this is the first step towards our long-term goal of unifying different fields and help the generation of more
consistent and effective tools for neurorehabilitation.
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Abbreviations: ADL, Activities of daily living; AHA, Assisting hand assessment; CAHAI, Chedoke arm and hand activity
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Background
This work was developed as part of the project “State of
the Art Robot-Supported assessments (STARS)” in the
frame of the COST Action TD1006 “European Network
on Robotics for NeuroRehabilitation” [1]. The goal of
STARS is to give neurorehabilitation clinical practitioners
and scientists recommendations for the development,
implementation, and administration of different indices of
robotic assessments, grounded on scientific evidence.
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Well-coordinated movements are a characteristic feature
of well-developed motor behavior. From neuroscientists to
clinicians, quantifying coordination of an individual is of
critical importance. Not only does this help in understanding the neurophysiological components of movement
(neuroscience field), but it can also help us identify and assess underlying neurological problems of a patient with
movement disorders, and guide therapeutic interventions
(clinical field).
The term ‘coordination’ is so strongly ingrained in our
common language that we do not typically stop to think
about the key underlying features that characterize good
and bad coordination–even though we can all distinguish the well-coordinated movements of a trained
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dancer from those of a novice. What exactly is meant by
coordination? And how should it be measured? Addressing these questions is particularly difficult when considering such an abstract concept, which encompasses many
different aspects that are not straightforward to define
formally.
Indeed, coordinated movements are multidimensional
and require the organization of multiple subsystems, e.g.,
eye-hand coordination [2], intersegmental coordination
[3], intralimb coordination [4], interlimb coordination
[5]. Given the multiple connotations and associations to
the word coordination, in this paper, we attempt to
summarize how coordination between upper extremitiesa form of interlimb coordination-is interpreted and measured by clinicians, neuroscientists and rehabilitation
engineers.
As the reader will see in the following pages, the descriptors of interlimb coordination and how it is assessed
vary considerably from field to field, and even within a
field. This lack of a common language and standard terminology is a huge barrier to relate the observations from
different fields, hindering the understanding and discussion needed to move forward. Further, such definitions are
critical for engineers working in translational neurorehabilitation, who harness knowledge from basic and clinical
neuroscience to produce technological tools (e.g., robotic
devices, instrumented tools) to aid clinicians in their
everyday practice. The lack of a common understanding
has fostered the use of dozens of ad-hoc algorithms and
assessment tools (see section 3), most of which have had
limited transfer to everyday clinical applications.
Our long-term goal is to standardize the administration
of robotic-and sensor-based assessments of sensory-motor
function. Towards this end, we present a summary of different ways in which interlimb coordination has been
studied and quantified. We start by presenting a general
overview of why the study of coordination between upper
limbs is relevant for clinicians and behavioral neuroscientists. We then present a summary of how interlimb coordination is typically assessed in clinical environments and
during related motor control experiments. This is followed
by a proposal of categorization of interlimb tasks and different outcome measures that are applicable to each task.
We believe that the growing scientific community in translational neurorehabilitation research would benefit from
this condensed review.
Why is the study of interlimb coordination relevant?

Coordination is defined in the Oxford dictionary as “the
organization of the different elements of a complex body or
activity so as to enable them to work together effectively”
[6]. In the context of movement, motor coordination boils
down to the concept of motor synergy: the very large ensemble of muscles that are activated in a cooperative way
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to achieve a specific motor task. The pioneering work of
Bernstein [7] suggests that human motion is quite stereotyped and that motor synergy patterns are common to all
humans.
More specifically, interlimb coordination refers to spatiotemporal relationships between kinematic, kinetic and
physiological variables of two or more limbs executing a
motor task with a common goal. Under this definition,
interlimb coordination applies to tasks involving any two
homologous limbs (e.g., legs during walking), two nonhomologous limbs (e.g., arm and leg during dancing), or
three or more limbs (e.g. legs and arms of a drummer). To
narrow the scope of this paper, we will focus on interlimb
coordination specifically between upper extremities, without considering the intralimb coordination between hands
and fingers. This type of coordination is concerned with
upper limb movements at a high level, aimed at transporting the hands to execute tasks. Although these are rather
gross movements, they are commonly affected in patients
with neurological impairments.
A clinical point of view

From tying our shoes to cutting a delicious steak, proper
coordination of our upper limbs is critical to our experience
of everyday activities. As Johansson et al. [8] put it, the ability to coordinate two hands–and thus, both upper limbs–
for effective manipulation of the environment is a hallmark
of human behavior. Unfortunately, it is common that after
neurological disorders, our capability to interact with the
environment with grace is lost. The goal of rehabilitation
clinicians is to restore this functional capability.
Rehabilitation, by definition, aims at enabling people
with health conditions, experiencing or likely to experience disability, to achieve and maintain optimal functioning in interaction with the environment [9]. The
integration of the arms in everyday tasks has been
shown to be the single most important factor to functional upper limb recovery for people following stroke
[10]. Further, upper limb dysfunction has a negative impact on ADL performance and participation of patients
with multiple sclerosis [11, 12]. Thus, for a clinician,
interlimb coordination is a critical feature to be restored
as it affects the function of the upper limbs.
From a clinician’s point of view, the problem of coordination should be tackled in an integrated manner, rather
than individually addressing separate aspects of the coordinated movement. The International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) from the World Health
Organization (WHO) provides a framework for health and
disability, dividing them into three levels: body function, activity (former ‘disability’) and participation (former ‘handicap’) [9]. Further, the ICF emphasizes the environmental
factors (physical, social, attitudinal) in which people are
living. According to the ICF, professionals in rehabilitation–
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and more specifically, neurorehabilitation–provide services
(assessment and therapy) on all three ICF levels. This
framework considers, for example, the important role
that perception plays in the control of the complex and
rich set of human voluntary movements [13], and the
evidence that full potential of motor function after
stroke cannot be achieved in arms with sensory deficits
[14, 15]. Thus, within neurorehabilitation, clinicians
consider not only motor problems (paresis, plegia, fractionated movement, coordination problems), but also abnormal
muscle tone, somatosensory loss, volition, and perceptual
and cognitive problems that may impact patients’ participation in society [16].
Rehabilitation professionals address patients’ needs using
either a ‘top-down’ or a ‘bottom-up’ approach. The ‘topdown’ approach emphasizes the activities and participation
levels of the ICF. Under this approach, clinicians try to ensure active involvement of the patient throughout the rehabilitation process and provide services toward activity
limitations (difficulties a person may have in executing activities of daily living) and participation restrictions (problems an individual may experience when involved in life
situations), considering environmental factors (context) that
are of immediate concern to the patient [9, 17, 18]. In order
to identify daily activities that have a critical influence on
optimal functioning in daily life (indirectly addressing interlimb coordination problems), several client-centered interviews may be undertaken. For example, the widely used
and standardized Canadian Occupational Performance
Measure (COPM) [19] “is based on the premise that
engagement in life roles and daily occupations of one’s
own choice is a personal issue and, therefore, an important force that drives the rehabilitation process”.
Thus, actual assessment of the activities of daily living
(ADLs) is typically recommended. These ADL tests convey
a measure of patients’ (in)dependence in ADLs (as in the
widely used Barthel Index, Extended Barthel Index and
several others) and/or the quality of their performance (like
the Activity Analysis in terms of ADL skills or standardized
Assessment of Motor and Process skills–AMPS). By
applying this ‘top-down’ reasoning to assessment, clinical professionals follow the principle of client-centered
practice [20]. Recently published international set of outcomes after stroke also emphasize patient-centered outcome measures, including several domains of post-stroke
life, and activities like feeding, self-care, ability to return to
usual daily activities, and motor functioning [21].
In contrast, the ‘bottom-up’ approach pays particular
attention to the body structure and function of the ICF.
Under this approach, clinicians focus on the evaluation
of separate components of a patient’s skill (e.g. grasping
function) and the patients’ neurological impairments
[17]. Such approach supports the use of assessments that
may be isolated from relevant daily life contexts, but
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with well-defined and standardized context (e.g. Box and
Blocks test [22]). Such approach receives frequent criticism from the occupational therapists’ community given
that it is not necessarily meaningful to the patient and
that therapy on the underlying impairments have limited
generalization into performance of daily living [23, 24].
Nevertheless, it is worth to point out that, since there
are no standard assessments that objectively and quantitatively assess individual components of body function
(e.g., coordination, force and impedance modulation) in
the clinical practice, the cause-and-effect of impairments
at this level to daily activities remains an open question.
Thus, it is still premature to conclude which approach,
either ‘top-down’ or ‘bottom-up’, is the most effective
approach to neurorehabilitation.
A neuroscience point of view

Neuroscience–behavioral neuroscience and motor control in particular–is focused on the determinants and
regularities of normal functioning of movements. From
this point of view, the interest of studying interlimb coordination is to understand how the brain controls the
body’s numerous degrees-of-freedom (motor redundancy)
to produce movements that are very effective and efficient
in accomplishing their goals.
In contrast to the clinical approach, which mainly focuses
on function and ADLs, neuroscience studies typically focus
on simple, abstract tasks (e.g., finger abduction-adduction
[13], wrist flexion/extension [25], circle drawing [26], pointto-point reaching [27]). Such ‘simplified’ paradigms allow
neuroscientists to isolate fundamental aspects of coordination, and their link to specific brain areas such as cerebellum, supplementary motor area, cingulate motor cortex,
premotor cortex, corpus callosum (see [5, 28, 29] for comprehensive reviews).
Neuroscience studies of interlimb coordination have
generated different frameworks in which it can be explained and analyzed. The pioneering work of Kelso
and colleagues [30–32] generated what is commonly
known as dynamic-pattern theory. Under this framework, properties of interlimb coordination emerge from
the self-organization of multiple sub-components. Such
organization is reflected in spatiotemporal constraints
upon execution of simultaneous movements. In contrast to this view, the information-processing perspective, introduced by Marteniuk et al. [33], suggests that
properties of interlimb coordination are a result of
"separate streams of commands that engage in neural
cross-talk" and not a signature of self-organization, as
proposed by the dynamic-pattern theory. In more recent
years, Ivry et al. [5] have proposed a cognitive perspective.
Under this framework, interlimb coordination is not only
influenced by spatiotemporal constraints, but also by how
tasks are cued and represented in higher centers in the
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brain. In this sense, properties of interlimb coordination
are not only a result of motor execution, but also planning
and conceptualization of the task. Through the years, ‘simplified’ paradigms used in neuroscience studies have
evolved in complexity in attempts to better understand
the complex phenomena of interlimb coordination in an
integrated fashion, or functional unit (gestalt), rather than
separate components [29].
The importance of the neuroscientific study of interlimb coordination is reflected by the significant applications it could have in the everyday clinical setting. For
treatment, neuroscience studies have motivated the use
of bimanual therapies (e.g. [34–37]). For assessment
and diagnosis, kinematic and kinetic signatures of
movement during bimanual tasks could help clinicians
pinpoint deficits to specific brain areas in a noninvasive way. Such causality can be inferred from studies
using transcranial magnetic stimulation or in neurologically impaired populations. For instance, Serrien et al. [38]
and Steyvers et al. [39] showed how repetitive stimulation of the supplementary motor area disrupts the timing of movements; Kennerley et al. [40] documented
how callosotomy patients exhibit abnormal temporal
coupling (i.e., uncoupling) during a bimanual activity.
Thus, specific brain areas or structures can be related to
specific movement disorders.
How is interlimb coordination currently measured?

In the previous section, we presented an overview of the
diverse motivations and approaches of each field to study
interlimb coordination of the upper limbs. Here, we continue with an overview of the current state-of-the-art in
assessing or quantifying this type of coordination. In the
clinic, protocols and outcome measures are tightly coupled,
but coordination between upper limbs is rarely assessed
directly. In contrast, there are various ‘classic’ neuroscience
experiments that focus on interlimb coordination, but outcome measures are plentiful and less consistently used.
Finally, (rehabilitation) robots are programmed by engineers to automatically compute another set of metrics that
attempt to quantify coordination between the upper limbs
that interact with the robot.
Assessment of interlimb coordination by clinicians

As presented in the previous section, clinical professionals
in rehabilitation are focused on returning patients’ function lost to impairments, improving their independence in
the performance of activities of daily living (ADLs) and
their participation in society [16]. Clinical assessments are
thus focused on helping understand the source of a sensorimotor problem (diagnosis), tracking patient progress
over time (monitoring), and predicting therapeutic
outcomes.
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Interlimb coordination and its different aspects are typically not targeted by clinical assessments, which rather
measure the effects of coordination impairments on patients’ function. To this end, most clinical assessments
evaluate ADLs (e.g. dressing, pouring water into a glass,
picking up a coin) or closely related tasks (e.g. moving a
wooden cylinder from one place to another). These assessments convey a degree of the patients’ (in)dependence in
activities of daily living and/or the quality of their movement performance.
Table 1 presents commonly used clinical hand and
arm assessments that contain tasks requiring coordination between upper extremities (for a detailed summary of these assessments, we recommend the reader
to visit the Rehabilitation Measures Database of the Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago [41, 42]). Clinical assessments generally comprise a defined set of questions, tasks,
objects, and/or instructions that are quantified according to
specific scales or metrics. The meaning of the outcomes are
based on validation studies of the assessment tests, which
are done for each patient population the clinical test is
meant to be used in. These studies generate normative data
for outcome measures, as well as sensitivity, intra-and
inter-rater reliability ranges, etc. The assessment administrator many times needs to be certified (and periodically recertified) to apply the tests, to ensure strict adherence to
the test protocol and scoring, and thus validity of the measurements. This is in stark contrast with the measures used
in neuroscience and engineering studies, which have typically not been widely tested nor require particular administrator certification, as we will see in the next sections.
Unfortunately, despite the general consensus among clinicians about the importance of standardized clinical assessments, they are not routinely performed in the clinical
practice [43, 44]. Duncan et al. [43] identified four highlevel determinants that impact routine assessments in practice: i) knowledge, education, and perceived value of the
outcome measurement (e.g., information on validity and
reliability); ii) support/priority for outcome measure use
(i.e., organizational and management factors); iii) practical
considerations (e.g., time, cost); iv) patient considerations
(e.g., usefulness of the assessment to the patient’s treatment). Therefore, besides standardized clinical tests, it is
sometimes common for clinicians to perform abstract
tasks, such as reaching out to touch the clinician’s finger as
it is placed in different positions in space. These simulated
or contrived tasks may not be directly related to real-life situations, but they are simpler to apply. Such simplified tasks
are closely related to paradigms used in motor control studies and can be easily modified to manipulate different components of interlimb coordination. In addition, we believe
that the use of technology can reduce many of the burdens
that prevent clinical assessments from being used on a
larger scale. For instance, such simplified tasks can be
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Table 1 Summary of clinical hand and arm assessments that require coordination between upper extremities
Assessment

Tasks involving the use of both arms

Indirect measure of interlimb coordination

Assisting Hand Assessment
(AHA) [75]

22 object-related items of bimanual performance

Score and textual description

Chedoke Arm and Hand
Activity Inventory (CAHAI) [76]

CAHAI-7
1. Open jar of coffee
2. Call 911
3. Draw a line with a ruler
4. Pour a glass of water
5. Wring out washcloth
6. Do up five buttons
7. Dry back with towel
CAHAI-8
8. Put toothpaste on toothbrush
CAHAI-9
9. Cut medium resistance putty
CAHAI-13
10. Zip up zipper
11. Clean a pair of eyeglasses
12. Place container on table (8.6 kg container)
13. Carry bag up stairs (2 kg)

Score each task from 1-7, based on how independently
the patient can do the task. Additional entry
for which activity was done by the impaired side

The Jebsen Test of Hand
Function (JTHF)-modified [77]

1 bimanual item: nut & bolt assembly

Time (speed, not quality of performance)

SHAP [78]

6 bimanual coordination items: button board,
simulated food cutting, jar lid, glass jug pouring,
lifting a tray, rotating a screw

Time, grip used

Purdue Pegboard Test [79]

Peg insertion with both hands simultaneously

Number of pins inserted in board in 30 s

Nut & bolt assembly (both hands in sequence)

Number of assemblies in 1 min (right and left hands
working simultaneously but each doing a separate
task:get pin, put washer, put cap, put washer)

ABILHAND [80, 81]

24/26 tasks require bimanual coordination; questionnaire only

Easy/difficult/impossible

MAM-36 [82, 83]

24/36 tasks require bimanual coordination; questionnaire only

Easy/a little hard (takes long/pain/…)-very hard
(can do but usually someone else will do for me)/ I
can’t do/NA (did not do before injury)

easily instrumented or implemented in robotic devices
used for neurorehabilitation (e.g. [45]).
While there are no clinical tests that look at coordination between arms in isolation (i.e., without the use of
hands in a functional way), there are a few assessments
from which interlimb coordination could be objectively
assessed with the aid of technology. For instance, Inertial
Motion Units (IMUs) and accelerometers are increasingly
used to measure real-life performance. Such devices have
been explored in healthy older persons [46, 47], poststroke patients [48, 49], and people with Parkinsons’ disease [50, 51]. The increased capabilities and widespread
availability of these technologies supports our efforts in
trying to bring together different fields.
Measurement of interlimb coordination in motor control
studies

At the highest level, the execution of functional tasks
depends on proper coordination of neurophysiological
processes that control the involved body parts. Thus,
analyzing the kinematics and kinetics of the different
body parts involved in task execution gives us insight
into important aspects of the mechanisms that are

involved in its control. In particular, determinants of
(un) healthy motor patterns can be revealed in studies
of general organization laws of interlimb coordination.
Assessment of interlimb coordination of the upper limbs
is challenging. As mentioned earlier, it is generally not
studied in isolation, and has to be inferred from bimanual
tasks [46]. Such tasks are context-dependent and have high
degree of modularity [29]. Further, unlike walking, there is
no general or stereotypical movement pattern; functional
roles of the hands are flexible, can change across tasks [8],
and dominant and non-dominant hands may perform
different functions [29]. This wide range of factors complicate the quantification of movement patterns, and the
generalization of results.
A complete review of studies on arm motion and
interlimb coordination is beyond the scope of this paper;
instead, here we report examples of paradigms and outcome measures that, in our judgement, could be easily
translated into tests in a clinical setting (Table 2). The
selection criteria were: i) close relatability to real-life activities, ii) suitability for widespread use, as given by the
simplicity of the related set-ups, and iii) time required to
perform the test.
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Table 2 Examples of interlimb coordination-related protocols and measures used in motor control neuroscience
Paradigm

Methods

Reported measure (s) of interlimb coordination

Circle or ellipse drawing

• Trace large circles with finger tips on horizontal plane
• Pacing with auditory signal
• 4 conditions: both clockwise, both counter-clockwise,
both inwards, and both outwards [26]

• Difference in uniformity of relative tangential angle
• Difference in circular variance
• Difference in frequency deviation
• Differences in variability of frequency
• Uniformity of discrete relative phase
• Aspect ratio
• Difference in spatial variability

• Trace circles by moving crank arms on horizontal plane • Relative angle
• Increasing tracing speed, from slow to fast
• Distortion of visual feedback of one arm
• 2 conditions: mirror symmetric starting at the same
points or on opposite sides of circle [13]
• Trace large circles with finger tips on horizontal plane
• Difference in uniformity of relative tangential angle
• Pacing with visual signal; 2 frequencies
• Aspect ratio
• 2 conditions: both inwards, and both counter-clockwise • Difference in spatial error
• Continuous tracing or with pause between each
completed circle [84]
Bilateral point-to-point
movements

• Forward movements in horizontal plane
• Targets stationary or moved when hand exceeds
threshold velocity
• Targets visually misrepresented closer or farther away
from true target location
• Gaze on non-target location [27]

• Difference in endpoint error
• Difference in movement duration
• Difference in size of on-line adjustment
• Difference in onset of on-line adjustment
• Lateral spatial separation

• Forward or outward movements in horizontal plane
• Targets stationary
• Targets visually represented directly or through
symbolic cues (i.e., letters) [56]

• Difference in reaction time
• Difference in movement time

• Draw back-and-forth lines
• a vertical line task in the left limb, and a star task in
the right limb (either separately or simultaneously)
• Movements were restricted to the shoulder and
elbow [85]

• Mean and standard deviation of orientation of each line drawing
with respect to the horizontal reference position

Bilateral (physically) coupled • Forward and backward movements in horizontal plane
movements
• Hands on ends of rigid bar that rotates around
midpoint
• Move bar without rotating [86, 87]
• Movements in horizontal plane
• Hands on ends of stiff bar (can elongate or compress)
virtually rendered between manipulandums
• Transport virtual ball, that can roll along the bar, to
static targets [88]

Commonly used outcome measures

As we argued in the previous section, interlimb coordination is a high-level, multi-dimensional and subjective
concept. Thus, an objective assessment of interlimb coordination should include the analysis of many of the
relevant features of a particular task. Specific features of
kinematic, kinetic and physiological variables, captured
during execution of an activity, can be used to indirectly
assess interlimb coordination.
Here, we present some commonly used outcome measures across neuroscience studies.
Relative phase

Phase measurements are commonly used for simultaneous and congruent interlimb activities, mostly in periodic tasks (for definitions see Table 4). In general,

• Balance error
• Average stopping field

• Absolute tilt
• Difference in reaction time
• Change in bar length
• Difference in hand speed
• Difference in hand speed peaks
• Difference in hand path length

relative phase is the percent of the period that describes
the lead or lag of one signal relative to the other. In
most cases, this percentage is expressed in degrees (e.g.
−180° corresponds to one signal leading half a period
relative to the other, 0° is when the two signals match,
and +180° is when the same signal lagging half a period
relative the other). The relative phase measurement applied to kinematic or kinetic measurements of the limbs is
interpreted as an indication of how well limbs coordinate.
If the relative phase is constant and equal to zero or 180°,
we can say that both limbs are moving synchronously and
producing the same or the opposite movement, respectively. Likewise, variations of the relative phase over time
correspond to desynchronization of the limbs.
Relative phase is probably the most commonly used
concept in the literature. However, it should be noted
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that the mathematical formulation and use of the term
is unsystematic, which makes the compilation of ‘normative values’–needed for standardization–difficult to
achieve. Kelso and colleagues [52] measured relative
phase by computing the timing of peak flexion of one
limb with respect to the local peak-to-peak cycle of a
metronome. Swinnen et al. [53] looked at the relative
phase of a circle drawing task based on a geometric
representation of the system’s state in the phase plane
(position vs velocity). Mechsner et al. [13] measured the
relative angle (or phase) of a circle tracing task–based
on (position of the left hand vs position of the right). In
contrast, Kwakkel and Wagenaar [54] computed relative
phase on the phase plane defined in the accelerationjerk space (accelerometer-based measurements). Howard
et al. [55] computed relative phase between arm movements during real-life activities using a wavelet transform weighed by the cross-power of the signals (to
ensure only simultaneous and congruent activities were
taken into account). We note that it is important to pay
attention to these differences, as people in the different
fields (engineering, clinical and neuroscience) may use
this terminology in very different ways and can easily
lead to confusion.
Relative reaction times and movement duration

Relative reaction time is the difference (in seconds)
between the start of the movement of both limbs. Relative movement duration is the difference (in seconds)
between the duration of the movement of each limb.
Reaction times are often used as indicators of spatial
and temporal coupling in bimanual activities [56, 57].
Diedrichsen and Dowling [58] measured the average
interval between the movement start of the left and
right hands (relative reaction time) in a bimanual reaching
task; the close-to-zero value obtained was interpreted as
indicative of a tight temporal coupling. For back-and-forth
bimanual line drawing, Franz et al. [57] computed the
difference in time when the movement direction was reversed for each line segment (relative movement duration). They found out that the hands reversed direction
within 10 ms of each other on at least 90 % of the movement segments, indicating temporal coupling. Similarly
to the concept of relative phase, one should note that
these outcome measures are ad-hoc, and comparisons
of specific values from the different studies should be
done with care.
Other indirect measures

According to our definition of interlimb coordination,
valid (construct validity) measures should analyze spatiotemporal relationships between the kinematic, kinetic and
physiological variables of the limbs involved in the task.
However, if the goal of a bimanual task is to involve
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coordination of the two limbs, it may still be valid to use
task performance measures or compute relationships
against an equivalent unimanual task as indirect indicators
of interlimb coordination.
For example, Lewis and Perreault [59] compared muscular activity from robot-assisted unimanual and bimanual
tasks. Authors recorded electromyography (EMG) from
the anterior deltoid, middle deltoid, biceps brachii, and the
lateral head of the triceps brachii muscles. The onset of
muscular activity was determined as the first point to increase above three standard deviations of the premovement mean EMG activity in the same profile. The
peak of EMG activity was determined as an indicator of
the extent of muscle activation. From these, researchers
looked at the relative timing of muscular activity onset,
relative timing of peak muscular activity and relative timing
of peak force between unimanual and bimanual movement
conditions to investigate coordination.

Assessment of interlimb coordination by state-of-the-art
rehabilitation devices - the engineering approach

Over the past years, robotic devices are being increasingly
used to assess sensorimotor behavior [45]. Balasubramanian
et al. [60] and Nordin et al. [61] presented comprehensive
reviews of different movement quality measures that have
been most frequently described in the rehabilitation robotics literature. Nordin et al. [61] categorized the measures:
variability, spatial contraction/expansion, systematic shifts
(from [62]), matching position error, medial/lateral shift &
skew, anterior/posterior shift & skew, and shrink coefficient
(from [63]) as measures of interlimb coordination. However, we should note that such measures are not representative of interlimb coordination; such measures were
designed to assess limb position sense in arm-matching
tasks with one arm active and the other arm passive. As the
two limbs are not both actively involved, it is not accurate
to say that these measures relate to interlimb coordination
according to our definition.
van Delden et al. [64] presented a systematic review
of bilateral upper limb devices that have been developed since 1990. Out of 311 single citations on bilateral upper limb training, they identified 20 different
bilateral training devices, both mechanical and robotic.
Here, we extended this list by adding a few other
devices and the reported measures of interlimb coordination and interlimb activities that they enable
(Table 3). Interestingly, most bilateral training devices
to date do not provide tools for assessing interlimb coordination, even though the typical motivation to develop such devices is that interlimb coordination is
fundamental for functioning in everyday life. Additionally, the few measures offered by some of the devices
are not directly comparable to the measures used by
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Table 3 Summary of bilateral training devices and reported measures of interlimb coordination
Device

Interlimb activities allowed by the device

Able-X [89]

Coupled arm movements in free space.

Reported measure of interlimb coordination
None

Adaptive Bimanual Robotic
Training [90]

Coupled, visual and point symmetric.

• Relative power between arms
• Rotational error

APBT (the Rocker) [91, 92]

Mirror or near-symmetric (phase lag of 60°) wrist flexion and
extension movements in the horizontal plane.

None

ARCMIME [93]

Uncoupled arm movements in one DOF (forwards and backwards).
Adjustable plane.

None

Batrac [94–96]

Uncoupled arm movements in one DOF (forwards and backwards).
Adjustable plane.

None

BFIAMT [97]

Forward and backward movement over parallel tracks, bilateral
reciprocal, and bilateral symmetric upper limb movement.

None

Bimanual Handlebar [98]

Coupled forward and backward arm movements as well as rotational Rotational error
movements of the end-effector around an axis perpendicular to the
direction of the translation.

Bimanual-Coordinated Training
System [99]

Uncoupled movements, one DOF.

None

Bi-Manu-Track [100, 101]

Mirror and visual symmetric forearm pronosupination and wrist
flexion/extension.

None

Braccio Di Ferro [86, 87, 102]

Any, constrained to planar movements of the arm in the transverse
plane involving elbow and shoulder flexion/extension.

Average stopping field; balance error during a
coupled reaching task

Driver’s SEAT [103, 104]

Coupled, point-symmetric movements.

None

EXO-UL7 [105, 106]

Any, free space.

Efficiency index for the Bilateral Movement
Training

Hand Robotic Rehabilitation
Device [107]

Forearm pronosupination and wrist flexion/extension movements.

None

Hand-Object-Hand (H-O-H) [108] Coupled wrist flexion/extension movements.

None

KINARM [88]

• Absolute tilt
• Difference in reaction time
• Change in bar length
• Difference in hand speed
• Difference in hand speed peaks
• Difference in hand path length

Any, constrained to planar movements of the arm in the transverse
plane involving elbow and shoulder flexion/extension.

MIME [109–112]

Any arm movement.

None

Reha-Slide [113]

Coupled arm movements in one DOF (forwards and backwards).
Adjustable plane.

None

Reha-Slide Duo [114]

Uncoupled arm movements in one DOF (forwards and backwards).
Adjustable plane.

None

The Bimanual Lifting
Rehabilitator [115]

Coupled arm movements, similar to lifting a tray.

Time series similarity between right and
left hand lift forces

Virtual Reality Piano [116]

Any.

• Performance time
• Sequential accuracy

either clinicians or neuroscientists (note the contrast
to sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively).
Towards a common language on the assessment of
interlimb coordination

As the reader may have already concluded, the assessment of interlimb coordination is far from being systematic – not only across fields, but also within fields. We
believe that, in order to move forward, we first need to
standardize the way interlimb activities are described.

Standardization of protocols and measures at this point is
difficult because the scientific literature is full of ambiguous definitions of an observed action or phenomenon that
is usually only valid within a specific study. For example,
the term ‘symmetric task’ has been used to describe a task
with perceptual or visual symmetry, but that requires the
use of non-homologous muscles, and also to describe a
task in which homologous muscles are used [25]. This
ambiguity and lack of consistency in terminology prevents
(or slows down) the collection of normative data that can
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be used in the neuro-rehabilitation community. Therefore,
we believe that before diving into the standardization
of outcome measures and protocols, we first need to
contextualize the tasks. This should help identify which of
the terms are relevant to the task being studied. For example, many neuroscience studies focus on isometric
tasks–i.e., without movement–for which spatial descriptors are meaningless (unless the task involves e.g., a virtual
display). Further, tasks can be active or passive. In the time
domain, we differentiate between discrete and continuous
tasks according to whether they have definite start and
end points related to the goal of the task, e.g., reaching
out to a fixed target (discrete) or tracking a moving target
(continuous). Of further interest is to distinguish between
periodic and non-periodic tasks, according to whether
they are cyclic or not.
To our knowledge, the only attempt to define a comprehensive taxonomy of interlimb activities, in particular
bimanual tasks, was 30 years ago by MacKenzie and
Marteniuk [65]. Since then, definitions have slowly fallen
out of use. In order to standardize the scientific jargon,
we propose a categorization (taxonomy) of interlimb activities (Table 4). This categorization is not meant to be exhaustive, and is based on commonly used terms from the
recent literature, in particular, from the ones reported in
this paper. The taxonomy focuses on upper limb tasks, although many of these definitions could also be applied to
other interlimb relationships.
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observed that the accuracy and stability of coordination
patterns were affected by the display of the correct or a
transformed version of the trajectories. In another task,
Lee et al. [67] compared the coordination of two groups
trying to perform a simultaneous, out-of-phase, uncoupled,
periodic task at different frequencies. One group received
the instruction to “not intervene” when they felt themselves slipping out of the anti-phase pattern, while the
other group was told to “try to stay with the pattern” at all
times. The “not intervene” group replicated previous findings of phase switching with increasing frequencies, while
the other group showed very different results.
The modality of information used for feedback is also
relevant to the way we encode information. In the experiment presented by Ronsse et al. [68], authors showed how
learning a bimanual task with visual feedback–reflecting
coordination between hands–differed to auditory feedback–reflecting an integrating timing of both hands. In
their study, Ronsse et al. [68] found differences in brain activity, feedback dependency and performance after
learning.
Our recommendation is to always rely on scripted task
instructions when communicating with experimental subjects. To improve future standardization, scripted tasks
instructions and screenshots of the visual feedback used
should be included as supplementary materials when publishing manuscripts.
On the cognitive load demanded by the task

Recommendations for future technology-aided
assessments
On the task and protocols

Given the significant amount of neuroscience research
in the field of interlimb coordination, we suggest introducing simple tests taken from neuroscience studies in
the clinical practice. Although some of these protocols
are abstract and not related to ADLs, one could relate
the different outcome measures to brain studies.
On the use of mechanical or robotic training devices

It is critical that the device not interfere with the movement. Factors that can bias measurements of interlimb coordination include, using devices with different mechanical
properties (i.e. friction, inertia) and improper calibration of
sensors (force sensors, in particular).
On task instructions and presentation of information

Interlimb coordination depends on how actions are represented on a cognitive level [5]. Such action representations
are highly affected by the task instructions and what/how
information is presented during the task. For example, in a
simultaneous periodic task, Bogaerts et al. [66] asked subjects to draw lines back and forth, while manipulating visual information of the trajectories on a screen. They

The use of hands in daily life can be compromised by additional cognitive load. When a verbal-cognitive task was
added to a movement task, dual-task interference occurred
in a group of unimpaired subjects, and to an even greater
extent in people with mild-to-moderate Parkinson’s disease
[69]. Thus, coordination assessments should minimize
concurrent cognitive tasks and stimuli.
On the use of virtual environments

Many of the aforementioned assessment tasks, including
clinical assessments, could be done in a virtual environment. For example, Lambercy et al. [70] used a virtual implementation of the Peg Insertion Test to assess upper limb
motor function in patients with multiple sclerosis. However,
how feedback is rendered to the subject should be carefully
considered. For example, differences in motor task performance have been observed between setups using, e.g.,
horizontal or vertical displays [71, 72], and different brain
areas can be activated depending on the feedback provided,
e.g. [68]. Further immersion in virtual reality could better
emulate visual feedback, for example using head mounted
displays such as the Oculus Rift. However, care should be
taken to avoid or address the distorted perception of
3D space that arises in such systems [73]. An alternative solution is represented by exer-games, in which
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Table 4 Categorization of interlimb tasks
Category

Domain

Short description

Examples

Adjectives that describe the actions of one limb independent of the other
Discrete/Continuous

Temporal

Discrete tasks involve actions with a definite
beginning and end [117]. Conversely, continuous tasks
involve actions that lack such recognizable events
[118, 119].

Periodic/Non-periodic

Spatio-temporal Periodic tasks are those in which a particular
movement is repeated at (quasi-) regular intervals.
In non-periodic tasks, the intervals are not regular
or the action does not repeat.

Periodic: drawing multiple circles at the same
frequency without stopping.
Non-periodic: drawing one circle or drawing
multiple circles of increasing radius at the same
frequency without stopping.

Isometric/Non-isometric

Spatial

Isometric tasks do not involve limb movement,
but require the production of forces.
Non-isometric tasks require movement.

Isometric: pushing a wall that does not move.
Non-isometric: moving an object.

Active/Passive

Movement
execution

In an active task, the user is required to perform
or try to perform a specific action.
In a passive task, the user’s limb is moved by
an external agent (e.g., a robot) and the user
is instructed to relax and not interfere with
the movement.

Active: move your arm by contracting your
muscles.
Passive: a robot to moves your arm without
you trying to interfere.

Discrete: point-to-point reaching movements,
pushing a button.
Continuous: tracking a moving target, steering
a driving wheel.

Adjectives that describe the actions of the two limbs relative to each other
Simultaneous/Sequential Temporal

If limbs execute actions at the same time, the task
is simultaneous. If the action of one limb ends and
is followed by the action of the other limb, it is a
sequential task.
We note that the terms ‘synchronous’ and
‘asynchronous’ have been used as substitutes for
simultaneous/sequential. However, we discourage
their use, as they can be confused with in-/out-ofphase (see below).

Simultaneous: cutting a steak.
Sequential: opening a drawer with one
hand and retrieving objects from inside
the drawer with the other hand after the
drawer is opened.

In-phase/Out-of-phase

Temporal

This adjective is relative to the start of the movement
For periodic tasks or single cycles of movement, a task
is in-phase if the relative phase between the movements
of the limbs is zero. In out-of-phase tasks, the relative
phase is non-zero.
Note that these categories also apply to movements
in which the frequency of one limb is a harmonic
of the other, as there is a minimum frequency that
is common to both. This common frequency is
used as reference to determine the in-/out-of-phase
characteristic of the task.

In-phase: arm movements during breaststroke in swimming; drummer that does
one beat with one hand while doing two
with the other.
Out-of-phase: arm movements during front
crawl in swimming; drawing ellipses starting
from different points on the perimeter.

Mirror symmetric/
Visual symmetric/
Point symmetric

Spatio-temporal Within the neuroscience community, the term
symmetric has been used to tasks in which
homologous muscles are used and asymmetric
to tasks in which non-homologous muscles are
used. However, such convention is unintuitive for
someone unfamiliar with the historical background
of the study of bimanual coordination. Therefore,
we suggest to define symmetric tasks as proposed
by Malabet et al. [35]:
• Mirror symmetric-the movement of one limb
reflects the movements of the other as if a
mirror were placed in the mid-sagittal plane.
• Visual symmetric-the endpoints of the two
limbs move in the same direction and with the
same magnitude (this is also referred as asymmetric
in the literature; however, we discourage this use
as it can be confused with incongruent movements).
• Point symmetric-the movement of the limbs are
opposed relative to a point in space.
To avoid confusion with previous literature, the term
incongruent should be used for tasks in which limbs
perform asymmetric movements (i.e. that cannot be
categorized as mirror, visual or point symmetric).

Mirror symmetric: jumping jacks.
Visual symmetric: moving a tray with two
hands forward and backward, and left to
right (without rotations).
Point symmetric: turning a steering wheel
with hands on opposite sides of a diameter
(180° apart).
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Table 4 Categorization of interlimb tasks (Continued)
Congruent/Incongruent

Spatio-temporal Congruent tasks are symmetric and in-phase.
Incongruent tasks are those in which the
task assigned to each limb differs with
respect to a least one parameter [5].

Congruent: drawing two ‘identical’ circles
at the same time.
Incongruent: drawing a circle with one
hand and a line with the other; drawing
circles with different radii with each hand.

(Physically) Coupled/
Uncoupled

Spatial

Coupled: turning a steering wheel, sweeping,
squeezing a rubber ball with both hands.
Uncoupled: drawing a circle in the air with
each hand.

Coupled tasks are those in which the limbs are
mechanically or virtually (external to the body)
connected. In order to be considered coupled,
the connection should allow one limb to have
an effect on the dynamics of the opposite
limb. During uncoupled tasks, limbs move
independently (e.g. [120]).

patients are guided through graphics to execute specific
exercises. Moreover, it provides the feedback element
clearly identified as fundamental to learning and to
produce an ecological setting [74]. This approach has
revealed powerful to boost motivation and it could be
worthwhile to extend to assessments [73].

Conclusions
Our long-term goal is to standardize the use of robotic-and
sensor-based assessments. Our objective is to work towards
a unified framework for the assessment of interlimb coordination in the clinical practice with sound foundations on
neuroscience studies. However, defining what to measure
can currently be very frustrating, as the definition and
mathematical algorithms of terms commonly used to describe interlimb coordination (e.g. relative phase, symmetry,
etc) vary considerably across the scientific literature. In
addition, there are no universal measures to quantify coordination of interlimb tasks, as many measures are ad-hoc
and restricted to very specific scenarios and protocols, with
limited transferability to the clinical practice.
Here, we presented a general definition of interlimb coordination and its relevance from the clinical and neuroscience perspectives. A general taxonomy of interlimb
activities and a review on the different approaches to assess interlimb coordination was also presented. Throughout this paper, we tried to show that, despite our implicit
understanding of the concept of coordination, it is a complex phenomenon that cannot be quantified with a single
parameter. At the higher level, clinicians and neuroscientists agree on the importance of interlimb coordination,
given its relationship to movement dysfunctions. However,
large incongruences on the specific measures to assess
interlimb coordination reflects the different interpretations/points of view at the lower level.
This paper represents a first step towards standardization
of the jargon and vocabulary used in interlimb coordination across the scientific community. We hope that these
efforts will prompt the scientific community to unify findings and facilitate the standardization of related assessment
protocols. We hope that this will drive further work into
the collection of normative and representative data.
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